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VARIATIONS:
Natural Suar

Rough Table

DeScRIpTION
The Rough table is made of a single, solid piece of Suar wood 
with a thickness of 10-12 cm and a width varying between 
80-120 cm.

The Suar wood is a common treesort in Asia and is 
characterised by its beautiful grain pattern. By cutting the 
trunks in one piece you get an amazing table showcasing the 
naturally veins of the wood. The natural shape and the grain 
of the wood runs beautifully across the table and in some 
cases the former sprouts of branches and texture of the bark 
is visible. The non-linear form reflects the natural growth 
of the tree and makes each table unique. This is a piece of 
furniture with remarkable durability and strenght. 

mATeRIAl/TReATmeNT
The table is very durable and yet easy to maintain and comes 
without any oil treatment. If you wish to oil the table we 
recommend using the care Treatements Wood Oil, which can 
be found in our menu under “Furniture care”.

Note: As the table is made from one piece of wood the table 
can ‘work’ depending on humidity and ambient heat, which 
can lead to changes in the surface, such as rifts and natural 
leakage of moisture. 

DeSIgNeR
NORR11 Design House

VARIATIONS

Natural Suar

DImeNSIONS:
l: 220/300/400 / W: 85-110 cm
Thickness: 10-12 cm

Rough Table



Knut Bendik Humlevik & Rune Krøjgaard

Table Legs



Maiden Table Legs, Tall

VARIATIONS:
Cast Brass
Cast Iron - Black
Cast Iron - Raw

VARIATIONS:
Cast Brass
Cast Iron - Black
Cast Iron - Raw

Table Legs
MAIDEN DESCRIpTION
The Maiden Table legs are elegant and simple table legs that 
pair easily with any tabletop. Their curved design and slim 
profile focus attention on the table that they support, yet are 
interesting enough to be appreciated as individual pieces.

MATERIAl/TREATMENT
The Maiden table legs are made of cast brass or iron.

MAIDEN VARIATIONS

Black Iron Raw IronBrass

DIMENSIONS:
W: 70 / D: 20,5 / H: 66,5 cm

DIMENSIONS:
W: 50 / D: 18 / H: 36 cm

Maiden Table Legs, Tall Maiden Table Legs, Low

Maiden Table Legs, Low

I DO TRESTlE VARIATIONS

White Raw SteelBlack

I DO TRESTlE DESCRIpTION
The I Do Trestle legs are a sleek, modern solution for any 
tabletop. Their simplicity and honest appearance makes 
them both interesting and minimal, while also highlighting 
the steel material of which they are made.

MATERIAl/TREATMENT
The I Do Trestle legs are dining table size and made of steel 
in white, black, or a natural raw variation.

DESIgNER
Knut Bendik Humlevik and Rune Krøjgaard

VARIATIONS:
Black
White
Raw Steel

DIMENSIONS:
W: 65 / D: 31,5 / H: 71,5 cm

I Do Trestle

I Do Trestle Table Legs
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